
(The annotations to this game, by M. I. Dvoretsky, are from Shakhmaty v SSSR (№ 4, 1986).  The 

translation from the original Russian is by Douglas Griffin.  The game is also annotated by Jan 

Timman in Chess Informant (vol. 41/336).  Variations from that source are also presented at key 

junctures.) 

 
In the first three games of the match, positional pawn sacrifices occurred.  In the fourth, a piece 

was sacrificed.  Such a high intensity of the struggle is not surprising.  Before the match, in an 

interview with Dutch television, Jussupow emphasised that the creative content of the duel was for 

him no less important than the sporting result.  Timman, too, always aims at a full-blooded and 

interesting fight. 

 

Timman – Jussupow 

4th match-game, FIDE Candidates’ Quarter-final, Tilburg, 22nd January 1986 

 

1.d4 

Clearly, Timman did not want to repeat the Russian game that occurred in the 2nd game. 

 

1...e6 2.e4 

But the French - yes, please!  A discussion in the closed openings is put off until later. 

 

2...d5 3.Nc3 Nf6 

This old move, which seemingly had been completely displaced by the Winawer System 

(3...Bb4), is now once again appearing in tournament practice. 

 

4.e5 

Timman almost always plays this way.  Only in one of his recent games against Ree did he 

choose 4.Bg5.  The MacCutcheon Variation (4...Bb4) was played, and White did not achieve 

anything from the opening. 

 

4...Nfd7 5.f4 c5 6.Nf3 Nc6 7.Be3 Qb6 8.Na4 Qa5+ 9.c3 cxd4 10.b4 Nxb4 

A piece sacrifice that was first employed by Portisch against Bronstein (Amsterdam, 1964).  The 

passive 10...Qc7 11.Nxd4 retains an opening advantage for White. 

 

11.cxb4 Bxb4+ 12.Bd2 Bxd2+ 13.Nxd2 b6 

Bronstein played here 14.Rb1.  Subsequently, and in the main thanks to analysis by Timman, 

the whole variation came to be assessed as favourable to White.  For example, in the tournament at 

Lugano (1983) Timman achieved an advantage against Donaldson with 14.Kf2 Ba6 15.Nf3 Rc8 

16.Nxd4. 

 

On this occasion, fearing home preparation, the Dutch grandmaster avoids the path that he 

himself had approved.  Thinking for around an hour, he found a completely new idea, having a 

clever tactical rationale. 



XIIIIIIIIY 
8r+l+k+-tr0 
7zp-+n+pzpp0 
6-zp-+p+-+0 
5wq-+pzP-+-0 
4N+-zp-zP-+0 
3+-+-+-+-0 
2P+-sN-+PzP0 
1tR-+QmKL+R0 
xabcdefghy 

 
14.Qc2!? 

(Translator’s note: The game Tseshkovsky-Dolmatov, played a few months later in the 53rd USSR 

Championship final in Kiev, provides a clue as to what Jussupow and Dvoretsky had prepared 

against Timman's 14.Kf2.  Black continued 14...0–0 15.Nf3 Nc5 16.Nb2 (annotating the game in 

Chess Informant (vol. 41/337), Dolmatov and Dvoretsky suggest that 16.Nxc5!? is playable) 

16...Ne4+ 17.Kg1 Ba6 18.Bxa6 Qxa6 and Black's counter-play proved sufficient to hold the 

balance.  As concerns 14.Rb1, in his 2012 work Kniga dlya druzei i kolleg, Dvoretsky points out 

that after 14...Ba6 15.Bxa6 Qxa6 16.Qb3 Rc8 17.Qb4, as previously indicated by Timman, Black 

gains the initiative after 17...Rc2!.) 

 

14...Bb7 

14...Ba6 15.Bxa6 Qxa6 16.Qc6 led to the position that arises in the game with one extra move.  

On 14...0–0 White intended 15.Qc6! Rb8 16.Qb5 with a favourable exchange of queens.; Finally, 

in the case of 14...Nc5 15.Nxc5 bxc5 he probably intended a counter-sacrifice of a piece: 16.Kf2 c4 

17.Bxc4! dxc4 18.Nxc4 Qd5 19.Nd6+. 

 

15.Qc7! Ba6 

On 15...Rb8, strong is 16.Rb1! with the threat of 17.Bb5. 

 

Tempting appears 15...Qxa4 16.Qxb7 0–0 17.Qa6 Qb4.  However, the endgame arising after 

18.Rb1 Qc3 19.Qd3 is perhaps favourable to White, who retains the strong light-squared bishop, 

for example: 19...Nc5 20.Qxc3 dxc3 21.Nb3 (21.Nf3) or 19...f6 20.Qxc3 dxc3 21.Nf3 fxe5 

22.fxe5.  (Translator’s note: Timman himself gives 19...Rac8, assessing the position as slightly better 

for White.) 

 

16.Bxa6 Qxa6 17.Qc6! Rc8 

Incorrect is 17...0–0? 18.Qxd7 Rfd8.  White would continue not 19.Qc6? Rac8 20.Nc5 on 

account of 20...Qa3, but simply 19.Qe7 Qxa4 20.0–0 with a clear advantage. 

 



XIIIIIIIIY 
8-+r+k+-tr0 
7zp-+n+pzpp0 
6qzpQ+p+-+0 
5+-+pzP-+-0 
4N+-zp-zP-+0 
3+-+-+-+-0 
2P+-sN-+PzP0 
1tR-+-mK-+R0 
xabcdefghy 

 
18.Nc5! 

This blow is the fundamental essence of Timman's idea.  White forces the exchange of queens.  

It was not easy to foresee that in the resultant endgame Black retains fully sufficient counter-chances. 

 

18...Rxc6 19.Nxa6  

XIIIIIIIIY 
8-+-+k+-tr0 
7zp-+n+pzpp0 
6Nzpr+p+-+0 
5+-+pzP-+-0 
4-+-zp-zP-+0 
3+-+-+-+-0 
2P+-sN-+PzP0 
1tR-+-mK-+R0 
xabcdefghy 

 
19...g5! 

An excellent counter-blow.  On 20.g3 there follows 20...gxf4 21.gxf4 Rg8 (21...f6 is also quite 

good) and both black rooks become exceptionally active. 

 

20.0–0 

(Translator’s note: Timman suggests 20.fxg5!? Nxe5 21.0–0 as a playable alternative; he assesses 

the position as unclear.) 

 

20...gxf4 21.Rxf4 Nxe5 22.Rxd4 Rg8 23.Nb4 Rc3 24.Nxd5! 

A reasonable decision: Timman returns the extra piece in order to achieve a draw.  After 24.Re1 

f6 his opponent could have seized the initiative.  In the endgame a knight, not having strong 



points, often proves weaker than pawns. 

 

24...exd5 25.Rxd5 Rc5 

25...f6? is impossible on account of 26.Ne4,; but deserving attention is 25...Re3!?.  If now 

26.Nf1?, then 26...Nf3+! 27.Kf2 Re5, retaining the extra pawn.  Stronger is 26.Rc1! (Translator’s 

note: Timman ends his analysis here, considering that White has a clear advantage.) 26...Ke7 27.Nf1 

Re2 (27...Nf3+ 28.Kf2 Re5 29.Rc7+) 28.Ng3 Ke6 29.Rcd1! Rxg3 (29...Rxa2? 30.Rd6+ Ke7 

31.Nf5+ and 32.Rd8#) 30.hxg3 Rxa2 31.Rd6+ Ke7 32.Rh6 with a likely draw. 

 

26.Rxc5 bxc5 27.Ne4 Ke7 28.Nxc5 

On the board there is material equilibrium, but even in such a vapid position the opponents fight 

on until the very end. 

 

28...Rc8 29.Nb3?! 

Possibly, 29.Rc1 is more reliable. 

 

29...Rc2 30.Nd4  

XIIIIIIIIY 
8-+-+-+-+0 
7zp-+-mkp+p0 
6-+-+-+-+0 
5+-+-sn-+-0 
4-+-sN-+-+0 
3+-+-+-+-0 
2P+r+-+PzP0 
1tR-+-+-mK-0 
xabcdefghy 

 
30...Rc4 

More natural appears 30...Rd2 31.Re1 Kf6, and 32.Rxe5? is impossible on account of 32...Rd1+.  

Probably, White would have had to make a draw in the rook endgame a pawn down after 32.Rf1+ 

Kg6 33.Nf3 Nxf3+ 34.Rxf3 Rxa2.  (Translator’s note: Timman continues the analysis one move 

further: 35.Rg3+, assessing the ending as drawn.) 

 

31.Re1 f6 32.Nf3 Ke6 33.Nxe5 fxe5 34.Re3 Ra4 35.Rh3 

The choice of plan here is a matter of taste.  White could have limited himself to the quiet 

35.a3; or 35.Re2. 

 

35...Rxa2 36.Rxh7 e4 37.h4 e3 38.Kf1 a5 39.h5 Rf2+ 40.Ke1 Rxg2 Agreed drawn. 


